Abstract We describe a method that detects locomotion deficiencies due to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and Parkinson's disease (PD) in laboratory rats. The locomotion deficiencies are recognized by performing three different comparisons: (1) comparing the locomotion of an ALS model, G93A mutation of SOD1 with control rats, (2) comparing the locomotion of a PD model, 6-OHDA lesioned with control rats, and (3) comparing the locomotion of G93A/SOD1 and 6-OHDA lesioned rats. Each comparison resulted in different set of locomotion parameters for ALS and PD that characterized the locomotion deficiencies and resulted in the best logistic regression model that classifies the rats into diseased/healthy groups with minimum error. The sensitivity and the specificity of the classification for comparisons (1), (2), and (3) were above 90%.
Introduction
Increasing number of individuals are being affected by neurodegenerative diseases, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and Parkinson's disease (PD), which creates a growing need for effective diagnosis and treatment protocols (Liao et al. 2008) . It is reported that as many as 30,000 individuals in the US suffer from ALS and 5,000 more individuals are estimated to be diagnosed every year. Cases of PD give an overall annualized age-and genderadjusted incidence rate of 13.4 per 100,000 (Van Den Eeden et al. 2003) . It is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder (Kasten et al. 2007 ).
Animal models are instrumental for investigating neurological diseases involving motor function in humans. We have studied two such models in rats: an ALS model with mutant superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), the G93A mutation, and a rat model of PD, the unilateral 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) lesioned animal (Jackson et al. 2002; Ries and Burke 2008) .
This manuscript presents a methodology that uses a locomotion analysis system measuring ground reaction forces in three dimensions (Tasch et al. 2008; Tasch 2010) to detect whether the gait of the animal is affected by ALS (Tang et al. 2009 ) and/or PD (Tang et al. 2010 ) at an early pre-symptomatic stage. The G93A/SOD1 is a genetic model of the disease, yet the current detection techniques (Dunlop et al. 2003) detect the presence of the disease only between 8 and 10 weeks of age; the 6-OH PD model is environmental toxin model of disease and behavioral symptoms are seen 3 weeks after the lesion (McCoy et al. 2008) . Amende et al. (2005) found the mouse models of PD, MPTP (1-methyl-4-phenyl-1, 2, 3, 6-tetrahydropyridine), have demonstrated significant gait disturbances, such as, shortened stride length, increased stride frequency, and increased stride-to-stride variability. However, the work does not provide any model to govern the gait disturbances they found. In this paper, we present three statistical models to detect changes in the locomotion that are attributed to the presence of either ALS or PD in rats, and to test the models' capabilities to discriminate control rats and the rats that are affected by ALS, control and 6-OHDA lesioned rats, and finally discriminate ALS and 6-OHDA lesioned rats.
Methods and materials
2.1 Statistical modeling and validation Tasch et al. (2008 Tasch et al. ( , 2010 introduced a locomotion analysis system that measures ground reaction forces (GRFs) in vertical, longitudinal and transverse directions, as well as spatial (longitudinal and transverse) limb positions. Twenty locomotion parameters (LPs) per limb were derived from the GRFs and spatial data which are synchronized with the images of the animal as it walks through the system. These LPs are used as input to a logistic regression model that evaluates the predictions that the locomotion of the tested animal is affected by either ALS or PD. The mathematical expression of the logistic regression prediction is
where b 0 is the intercept and b i is the i-th coefficient of the logistic regression model and is estimated by appropriate statistical methods. It was demonstrated that the accuracy of the predictions of these models is significantly improved when the LPs are transformed via spline transformations (Liu et al. 2009 ). An implementation of these transformations is available in SAS (PROC TRANSREG) (SAS Institute 2004) . The logistic regression predictions are therefore expressed as:
where TLPs are transformed LPs. This logistic regression model was used to derive the prediction models of ALS and PD in SOD1-G93A and 6-OHDA lesioned rats, respectively. The models were developed in three different ways: (1) comparing the locomotion of SOD1-G93A rats to the locomotion of controls, (2) comparing the locomotion of 6-OHDA lesioned and control rats, and (3) comparing the locomotion of SOD1-G93A and 6-OHDA lesioned rats. These three comparisons result in three distinct models that best capture the gait deficiencies when performing these comparisons.
A cross-validation method, known as leave-one-out (Efron and Tibshirani 1993) , was employed to evaluate the performances of the three models and the sensitivity and specificity values of these three models were found to be better than 90%.
Obtaining locomotion measurements
In comparison (1), four SOD1-G93A male rats and four Sprague-Dawley (SD) control male rats were used to model the locomotion deficiencies between ALS and control healthy rats. After 1 week of training for adaptation to the system, the eight rats walked through the locomotion analysis system (Tang et al. 2009 ) twice a week up to three times per day for a total of 8 weeks. A total of 163 test runs were recorded (96 runs from the SOD1-G93A rats and 67 runs from control SD rats).
To model locomotion deficiencies due to PD, four Sprague-Dawley (SD) control rats traversed through the locomotion analysis system (Tang et al. 2010 ) after 1 week of training for 10 days, twice per week and up to three times per day. After the tenth day, 6-OHDA was injected to the right medial forebrain bundle (MFB), following the procedure documented by Muir and Whishaw (1999) . The rats recovered in 3 days and traversed through the locomotion system for additional 20 days after being exposed to the 6-OHDA toxin. By comparing the locomotion of the rats before and after being exposed to the 6-OHDA, one obtains the model that captures the locomotion deficiencies between Parkinsonian and control rats, which is comparison (2). Finally, the locomotion of the SOD1 and Parkinsonian rats were compared and a third model that captures the locomotion differences between SOD1 and 6-OHDA lesioned rats (comparison (3)) was established. Number of LPs Specificity and sensitivity ALS Specificity ALS Sensitivity Fig. 1 Sensitivity and specificity versus the number of best performing locomotion parameters (LPs) used to model the locomotion deficiencies of the SOD1-G93A rats. Best performing LPs result in the lowest misclassification errors when the cutoff value is set to 0.5. Note the improved specificity and sensitivity values are more than 0.98 as the number of best performing LPs increases to 7 2.3 Animal protocols
All protocols described in this study were approved by the IACUC at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County and the University of Maryland, School of Medicine. At the end of the experiments, animals were euthanized by sodium pentobarbitol injection (150 mg/kg IP).
Results
To derive the three logistic regression models that best capture the locomotion differences between (1) SOD1 and control rats, (2) 6-OHDA lesioned and control rats, and (3) SOD1 and 6-OHDA lesioned rats, the sensitivity (the percentage of treated rats which are correctly identified as having the condition), and specificity (the percentage of control rats which are correctly identified as not having the condition) of the three models were evaluated when the number of LPs that were used to derive the logistic regression models was evaluated. Figures 1, 2 , and 3 depict the sensitivity and specificity values of models (1), (2) and (3) as the number of LPs used to derive the logistic regression models are increased. The LPs were ranked according to their individual abilities to distinguish between any two different groups. Locomotion parameters with smaller misclassification error obtained higher ranking. The seven LPs that best distinguish between the locomotion of SOD1 and control rats are listed in Table 1 , with sensitivity and specificity values of 0.99 and 0.98, respectively (Fig. 1) . The locomotion of the 6-OHDA lesioned and control rats is best distinguished when the seven LPs listed in Table 2 are used with sensitivity and specificity values of 0.92 and 0.95, respectively (Fig. 2) . Note that all the LPs that best capture the locomotion differences between the case and control rats in the above two experiments are derived from GRFs measurements. This demonstrates the importance of measuring GRFs components to detect locomotion deficiencies of SOD1 rats. Finally, the three LPs that best distinguish between the locomotion of the SOD1 and the 6-OHDA rats are listed in Table 3 , with sensitivity and specificity values of 0.95 and 0.90, respectively (Fig. 3) . Note that two (Fy x and Fy min ) out of the three LPs that best capture the Number of LPs Specificity and Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Fig. 3 Sensitivity and specificity versus the number of best performing locomotion parameters (LPs) used to distinguish the locomotion of the SOD1-G93A and the 6-OHDA lesioned rats. Best performing LPs result in the lowest misclassification errors when the cutoff value is set to 0.5. Note the improved specificity and sensitivity values are above 0.90 as the number of best performing LPs increases to 3 locomotion differences between SOD1 and 6-OHDA rats are derived from GRFs measurements. This demonstrates again the importance of the GRFs measurements when characterizing locomotion. Further, LPs derived from vertical GRFs direction are not part of the LPs listed in either Table 2 or Table 3 , and hence do not contribute to the characterization of the locomotion differences between 6-OHDA lesioned rats and control, and 6-OHDA and Stride length of a selected limb calculated as the difference between two consecutive contact positions; the contact positions are normalized by the floor length, which is 13.25 inch Fy min 15.5 Minimum value of the longitudinal GRF component of a selected paw PD Fig. 4 Probability of ALS for the four SOD1 (S1-S4) and 4 control (C1-C4) rats versus days of the animals from their births. Each data point is an average of at least two predictions, calculated by the 7-LP model. Note that P (ALS) for SOD1 and control rats is close to 1.0 and 0.0, respectively, in all days except for a single day for rat C4 SOD1 rats. This is in agreement with the finding that in advanced Parkinsonian rats traverse while dragging their limbs (Metz et al. 2005) . Models (1), (2) and (3) were validated by the leave-oneout method. Figure 4 depicts the probabilities that SOD1 and control rats possess locomotion deficiencies due to ALS. Note that the high probability values ([0.5) for the SOD1 rats and low probability values (\0.5) for the control rats.
Similarly, Fig. 5 depicts the probabilities that a rat is Parkinsonian and it is apparent that the SD control rats possess low probabilities (\0.5) before the 6-OHDA injection (day 0), and in contrary possess high probability ([0.5) after the day 6-OHDA is injected (day 0).
Finally, Fig. 6 depicts the classification of the four SOD1 and four 6-OHDA rats into ALS and PD groups based on each individual test run. The distance from the ALS and PD horizontal lines represents the probability that a rat does not belong to either an ALS or PD group, respectively. Based on a cutoff probability value of 0.5, the four SOD1 and four 6-OHDA rats are classified correctly except for a single misclassification of S1 on the tenth day. Each data point of probability in the description above is an average of at least two predictions, calculated by the statistical models.
Conclusions and discussions
This manuscript introduces an effective methodology to derive logistic regression models that characterize locomotion deficiencies due to neurological diseases, such as PD and ALS. The locomotion deficiencies are captured by measuring parameters in four domains: force, distance, time and frequency. A number of LPs were generated from the collected data and several selected LPs were used to calculate the probability that the observed locomotion Fig. 5 Probability of Parkinson for the four rats versus days for the animals that traversed through the locomotion analysis system. The 6-OHDA injection occurs on the day 0. Each data point is an average of at least two predictions, calculated by the 7-LP model. Note that all the data points are below 0.5 before the injection and above 0.5 after the injection (day 0) Fig. 6 Four SOD1-G93A (S1-S4) and four 6-OHDA lesioned (PD1-PD4) versus time. For each test run the 8 rats are grouped as ALS and PD. The distance from the ALS and PD horizontal lines represent the probability that a rat, based on a particular test run does not belong to the ALS or PD group, i.e., when the mark is on the PD or the ALS line that rat belongs to the 6-OHDA or SOD1 group, respectively. Each data point is an average of at least two predictions, calculated by the 3-LP model. Note that based on a cutoff value of 0.5, the eight rats are classified correctly, except to a single misclassification of S1 on the tenth day deficiencies are due to a certain disease, i.e. ALS or PD. Three comparisons were performed (1) SOD1 and control rats, (2) 6-OHDA lesioned rats and control, and (3) SOD1 and 6-OHDA lesioned rats.
Three different statistical models were developed and tested. The inputs of the statistical models are the values of selected LPs that best capture the change in locomotion due to a specific disease. The criterion of the LP selection is the performance of distinguishing between the two groups of rats, respectively. Model performance has two measures: sensitivity and specificity. All the three models reach sensitivity and specificity values of better than 90%.
Comparing to other locomotion analysis (Hampton et al. 2011; Amende et al. 2005) , the advantage of the proposed methodology is to build statistical models to detect disorders (e.g., PD, ALS), rather than finding disturbance in some locomotion parameters. Statistical models are able to provide quantitative detecting probability that other locomotion analysis cannot deliver.
